
Area
131 m²

Rooms
2

Construction year
2023

Apartment
For sale

3 988 476 PLN
30 447 PLN / m²



Offer no: PF27107

LISBOA, LISBOA, ESTRELA

Apartment Lisboa Estrela

Between the river and the hills, in this city that extends to the sea, find a unique refuge that allows you to fully immerse yourself in the urban life, always keeping 

a space to breathe.

1 to 4 bedroom duplex Areas from 53 to 203 sqm Quality finishes Balconies and terraces City views Gardens Gym Playground Parking

The common gardens are one of the strong points of this condominium. Spacious and inviting, they favor the experience of urban nature.

To complete this holistic approach to well-being, and as an inspiration for a healthy, harmonious and balanced lifestyle, Villa Infante includes a fully equipped 

gym and an outdoor garden, so that its residents can benefit from all the advantages of this condominium. private.

In one of the most eclectic and cosmopolitan neighborhoods of the capital Estrela the intensity and cultural and gastronomic wealth combine urbanity, 

contemporaneity and leisure and allow you to enjoy every moment of the day to the fullest.









































P R O P E R T Y

LOCATION



P R O P E R T Y  A G E N T

CONTACT

JOANNA CZAPSKA
CEO / Managing Director

phone: +48 502 709 530
email: j.czapska@partnersinternational.pl

WARSAW

Fort Piłsudskiego 2
(entrance from Idzikowskiego street)
02-704 Warsaw

+48 22 646 52 02

info@partnersinternational.pl
najem@partnersinternational.pl

TRÓJMIASTO

Kopernika 12/1
81-846 Sopot

+48 790 801 306

trojmiasto@partnersinternational.pl

The above proposal is not a commercial offer within the meaning of the law but is for information purposes. Partners International Sp. z o.o. makes every effort to ensure 
that the content presented in our offers is current and reliable. Data on offers was obtained on the basis of statements of the sellers.
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